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TGE Replacement

The TGE replacement procedure can be performed on systems that includes 
the SCD (Supply and Communication Display). The SCD is located on the 
SCU. If no SCD is included with the system the TGE replacement has to be 
performed by a service engineer from Rosemount Tank Radar AB. You will 
also need the CD “TGE Device Files”.
A TGE (Tank Gauge Electronics) can be replaced while the system is in oper-
ation. The replacement procedures only affects the chosen TGU (Tank Gauge 
Unit). Measurements will continue on all other tanks.

Note! If restarting an HL or OF system the HL/OF SCC has to be connected
to the SCE, see “Network Connection” on page 156

Note! All systems (Level, HL and /or OF) must be operational.
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TGE Unit ID
During the TGE Replacement procedures, the TGE Unit ID is very important. 
Each TGE can have up to three Unit ID’s depending on your system configu-
ration The Unit ID’s can be found on a label on top of the TGE.

Alarms
The TGE replacement procedure will set the alarms on the WSU (Worksta-
tion Unit). Accept the alarms on the WSU. 
If your ship is equipped with an optional TankRadar STaR High Level or 
Overfill system the alarms on those systems will be triggered as well. The 
SCA (Supply and Communication Alarm Panel), the Alarm Horn and the 
Alarm Light will be triggered. Accept the alarms on the SCA for each system.

Replacement Scenarios
The most common replacement scenario is to replace the TGE with a spare 
TGE. There are however other possibly replacement scenarios. For example 
in cases where you do not have a spare TGE. Instead you can use a TGE from 
another tank. Or, when you want to test if a TGE is faulty, then you can 
exchange TGE between two Gauges and check functionality.


